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ABSTRACT

This paper presents some experiments on discriminative
training for GMM/UBM based speaker recognition systems.
We propose two MMIE adaptation methods for GMM com-
ponent weights suitable for speaker recognition. The impact
on performance of this training methods is compared to the
standard weight estimation/adaptation criterion, MLE and MAP
on standard GMM based systems and on SVM based systems.
The results enforce the difficulty to introduce discriminative
behaviour in a GMM based system whereas it is inherent in
SVM based systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) based systems for speaker
recognition have shown robust results for several years and
are widely used in speaker recognition applications. In fact,
they give quite good performance when representing cepstral
coefficients to model speaker identity and are effective with
quite small amount of training data to enrol a client [1] [4] .
This technological choice is confirmed by the results of the
NIST annual Speaker Recognition Evaluation. Support Vec-
tor Machine (SVM) systems are known to bring a discrimi-
native behavior contrary to classical GMM systems. Indeed,
generative methods do not introduce discriminant behavior
even if the speaker models are derived from a generic model,
the Universal Background Model (UBM) which represents a
standard impostor. As a result, since several years, the inter-
est in using a discriminative classifier like SVMs has grown in
the community. Performance of the GLDS kernel [2] is now
comparable to the generative methods.

The work presented here intends to combine GMM mod-
eling and discriminative approaches on a speaker recogni-
tion task. One popular discriminative criterion for genera-
tive model is called Maximum Mutual Information Estima-
tion (MMIE). To introduce discriminative training using MMIE,
our approach consists in using information from Gaussian

weights. Extending the work done in speech recognition [5, 6]
to speaker recognition, we could expect a performance im-
provement by training discriminative weights using informa-
tion from the impostors models or from the world model.
Each Gaussian weight of the target model is compared with
all components of the world model to determine the mutual
information. The target weights are modified depending on
the corresponding mutual information. To assess the behav-
ior of this discriminative training, different weight adaptation
methods are compared.
The main goal of this work is to understand the mechanism
behind the SVM based system and see if it can be applied in
a classical GMM/UBM based system.

This paper is organized as follows: the different tools,
the baseline UBM/GMM system as well as the experimen-
tal protocol are presented in section 2. The two next sections
3 and 4 describe the estimation of Gaussian weights with both
MLE and MMIE criteria. The different systems used for ex-
periments, are presented in section 5. They are based both
on GMM and SVM approaches. Results in section 6 aim at
comparing systems performance with parameters estimated
from a generative criterion MLE, and a discriminative crite-
rion MMIE. For each of these experiments, performance us-
ing GMM system only and a SVM based system are com-
pared. The section 7 is dedicated to fusion experiments us-
ing one of the discriminant-based system and the GMM/UBM
baseline system. Section 8 finally concludes this work.

2. TOOLS AND PROTOCOL

2.1. Database

All experiments presented in section 5 are performed based
upon the NIST 2005 database, common evaluation trials, male
speakers only. This condition consists of 274 speakers. Train
and test utterances contain 2.5 minutes of speech in aver-
age (telephone conversation). The whole speaker detection
experiment consists in 13624 tests (951 target tests). Each



test is made independently and the use of information from
other tests to take a decision on the current test is forbidden.
The performance are evaluated throught classical DET per-
formance curves.

2.2. Baseline speaker recognition system

The LIA SpkDet system [7] developed at the LIA laboratory
is used as baseline in this paper. Built from the ALIZE plat-
form [8][9], it was evaluated during the NIST SRE’04 and
SRE’05 campaigns, where it obtained about the best perfor-
mance for a cepstral GMM-UBM system. Both the LIASpkDet
system and the ALIZE platform are distributed under an open
source licence.
The LIA SpkDet system is based on classical UBM-GMM
approach and T-Norm approach for likelihood score normal-
ization. The background model used for the experiments is
the same as the background model used by the LIA for the
NIST SRE 2005 campaign (male only). The training is per-
formed based on NIST SRE 1999 and 2002 databases, and
consists in about 1 million of speech frames. For the front-
end processing, the signal is characterized by 32 coefficients
including 16 linear frequency cepstral coefficients (LFCC)
(filter-bank analysis) and their first derivative coefficients ex-
tracted with SPRO [10]. A frame removal based on a three
component GMM energy modeling is computed. A mean
and variance normalization process is finally applied on co-
efficients. The world and target models contain 2048 compo-
nents.

3. USING GAUSSIAN WEIGHTS WITH A
GENERATIVE APPROACH

Different methods are used to estimate/adapt GMM Gaus-
sian weights. The most known methods are the Maximum
Likelihood Estimation (MLE) and the Maximum A Posteri-
ori (MAP) criterion associated with the EM algorithm. In this
paper, we also propose an implementation of the MMIE cri-
terion for speaker recognition. In the following parts of this
paper, adaptation of Gaussian weights only is computed.

3.1. Maximum Likelihood Estimation

In this approach, the model parameters are estimated by max-
imizing the likelihood of the training data for this model. The
MLE objective function is given by:

P (X|M, θ) =
n∏

i=1

P (xi|M, θ) (1)

Since no close form solution exists to estimate the true pa-
rameter, the EM algorithm is used to estimate the weight of
the model.

ŵi =
wiL(X|Gi)∑nbG
j=1 wjL(X|Gj)

(2)

Wherewi is thea priori weigth of the Gaussiani.

3.2. Maximum A Posteriori

Considering the Bayesian adaptation, the model parameters
are obtain thanks to the EM algorithm by maximizing the
likelihood a posterioriof the training data given the model
[3]. One way to estimate these a posteriori weights for a mix-
turei of a clientc is given by [4]:

ĉic = αicic + (1− αi)ciw (3)

αi is defined as follows :αi = ni
ni+r , wherer is therelevance

factor,ni =
∑T
t=1 P (i|xt) andciw is the weight of the world

model for the Gaussiani.

4. USING GAUSSIAN WEIGHTS WITH A
DISCRIMINATIVE APPROACH

This section investigates the different systems within the use
of a discriminative approach, begining with a description of
the MMIE criterion, ending with the use of SVM based sys-
tems.

4.1. Maximum Mutual Information Estimation of Gaus-
sian Weights

MMIE introduces the influence of impostor models in the es-
timation process of the target model parameters. It takes into
account the mutual information between the model parame-
ters (computed first by an EM iteration) and the parameters in
all the impostor models. Indeed the influence of a parameter
is reduced if the mutual information is maximum. Previous
work on MMIE criterion for speech processing [5, 11, 12]
has shown that it consists in maximizing the objective func-
tion (1) :

Fλ =
R∑
r=1

log
( Pλ(Or|Mwr ) ∗ P (Wr)∑

Ŵ Pλ(OrMŵ) ∗ P (Ŵ )
) (4)

whereOr represents the observation sequences,Wr the
correct transcription,̂W the wrong transcriptions,Mwr and
Mŵ the models associated with the correct and wrong tran-
scriptions respectively.

Woodland and Poovey [5, 6] suggested a weight estima-
tion rule for a particular statej based on the maximization of
the following function :

FW (λ) =
M∑
m=1

[
γnumjm ∗ log( ˆcjm)− γdenjm

cjm
∗ ˆcjm

]
(5)

In [16] it has been demonstrated that maximizing this func-
tion can be performed by optimizing each term of the sum,
which is a convex function, resulting in:

ˆcjm = ArgMaxc

(
γnumjm ∗ log(c)− γdenjm

cjm
∗ c
)

(6)



and

γnumjm

γdenjm

=

∑
X∈ωk

L(X|Gjm)
L(X|Sj)+

P
i 6=k L(X|Si)∑

l

∑
X∈ωl

L(X|Glm)
L(X|Sl)+

P
i 6=l L(X|Si)

(7)

However, an approximation of this equation is proposed in
[16]

ˆcjm = cjm ∗ cjm∑
k ckm

(8)

To adapt these results for speaker recognition we have to
consider the observation sequence as the target features, the
model corresponding to the correct transcription as the target
model (ML trained), the wrong transcriptions as the impos-
tor features taken from the world features and the model cor-
responding to the wrong transcriptions as the world model.
In the approach proposed here, we choose to use the world
model to represent the wrong transcriptions. It is justified
by the fact that the world model represents a mean impos-
tor model. We use it to discriminate from a single model
instead of a cohort of models like it is commonly done in
speech recognition (discrimination from a cohort of impostor
models could be investigated in future work). A percentage of
the world features is taken to represent the impostor examples
used in the discriminative function. Then we obtain :

DL =
L(X|Gjc)

L(X|Mc) + L(X|Mw)
(9)

γnumjm

γdenjm

=
∑
X∈Ωc DL∑

X∈Ωw DL+
∑
X∈Ωc DL

(10)

whereGjc refers to Gaussianj of the client modelc, Mc the
client model,Mw the world model,Ωw the impostorcorpus,
Ωc the client corpus. This adaptation function will be further
named as MMIE.
The approximated function (8) can also be adapted to speaker
recognition :

ĉjc = cjc ∗ cjc
cjw + cjc

(11)

This approximation will be further named asMMIE approx. 1

4.2. SVM classification using GMM weights

Support Vector machine classification

Support Vector Machines are described by Vapnik [13] and
are usually used as a binary classifier in speaker verification
(target/non-target). To answer a linearly separable problem,
the SVM gives the optimal hyperplane that maximizes the
margin between the two classes, among the several possible
hyperplane.
Let the separating hyperplane be defined byxẇ+b = 0 where
w is the normal to the hyperplane. For linearly separable data

1Notice that this approximation can be applied because the speaker mod-
els and the world model share the same mean and covariance parameters.

labelled{xi, yi}, xi ∈ <Nd , yi ∈ {−1, 1}, i = 1 . . . N , the
optimum boundary chosen according to the maximum mar-
gin criterion is found by minimizing the objective function:

E = ‖w‖22
with (xiw + b)yi ≥ 1 , ∀i

The solution for the optimal boundary,w0, is a linear com-
bination of a subset of the training data,xs called thesup-
port vectors. Data may be classified depending on the sign of
xw0 + b.

In speaker detection, this means that a speaker is modelled by
its training data and by an optimum subset of impostor data,
the closest impostors. This reduces considerably the problem
size and is one of the reason of the SVM ability of dealing
with large size of input training feature set.
Generally, data is not linearly separable, and the introduction
of slack variablesis necessary.

Mapping GMM parameters into a vector

In order to use the ability of the GMM to model the client, the
weight of each component is used in the SVM to perform a
verification task. Precisely, for each utterance (test and train)
a GMM is trained following the different criteria presented in
3 and 4.
The weight of each component is explicitly used as a feature
of an input vector. For each test segmentX, the vectorVX
has the following form:

VX = [c1c......cnc] (12)

The size of the input vector is the same as the number of com-
ponents in the GMM. This data will be labeled as1 for a target
segment, and−1 for an impostor.

5. SYSTEMS PRESENTATION

In this section, the different systems using MLE and MMIE
criteria are presented. For each of these criteria, a GMM
based system and a SVM based system are proposed. The
LIA SpkDet system based on classical UBM/GMM described
in 2.2 will be further named GMM. The SVM system will be
further named SVM.

5.1. MLE weight only systems

GMM

Models estimated via MAP and MLE are derived from the
same background model. Gaussian weights of the target mod-
els are estimated using MLE. Two EM iterations are com-
puted in order to adapt the Gaussian weights restricted to
the weights parameters. Weight only MAP adaptation is per-
formed using arelevancefactor of 14.



SVM

For every speaker model, a vector of weights is produced
which represents the speaker utterance mapped onto a fixed
length vector, here 2048. In order to build impostor models
(i.e. negative labeled data), speakers coming from the back-
ground model are used, here 161 speakers. During the train-
ing, the input of the classifier is the concatenation of all im-
postor vectors and the speaker vector issued from its training
data. During the verification process, the test vector is given
as an input to SVM models. To map test utterances into the
same space, a GMM has to be trained on all tests with the
MLE criterion. For each of these tests, the weight vector will
be used in the SVM. The maximum margin decision is found
by passing the test weight vector through a linear kernel using
the SVMLight Toolkit [14]. The output of the test is used as
a score for verification. On each score, TNorm score normal-
ization technique [15] is applied.

5.2. MMIE weight only systems

Here are introduced the two systems using the MMIE crite-
rion to adapt Gaussian weights only.

GMM

The MMIE models are obtained as follows. The background
model is gathered from the baseline system 2.2. The target
models are then estimated by deriving only weights of the
world model (MLE criterion via EM algorithm). A process is
then applied on these models to adapt weights via the MMIE
criterion. We compare the two approaches, the Woodland
based adaptation function,MMIE, and the approximation of
this function described in [16],MMIE Approx. For the MMIE
only one iteration is computed whereas for theMMIE Approx
three iterations are computed (the approximated function ef-
fect is less accurate). For each Gaussian of the target model,
the MMIE adaptation function is computed. It represents the
discriminative power of the target Gaussian weight compar-
ing to the impostor Gaussian weight. We use 5% of the world
features (value determined empirically). MMIE training is
performed on the target and impostor models.

SVM

The same process as in 5.1 has been applied to produce the
input vectors for the classification task. Indeed, instead of
taking the parameter estimated from MLE, Gaussian weights
estimated thanks to the MMIE criterion are used.

6. RESULTS

Experimental results obtained with the various weight adap-
tation methods are given below. Tables 1 and 2 summarize
the results.

Weight Adaptation type DCF EER

MAP 7.21 16.51
MMIE 5.96 15.45
MLE 5.91 16.51
MMIE Approx 5.73 14.83

Table 1. Comparing MAP, MLE, MMIE, MMIE Ap-
prox Gaussian weight estimation for the GMM system (w/o
Tnorm).

Weight Adaptation type DCF EER

MMIE Approx 5.08 14.61
MAP 4.76 13.43
MMIE 4.63 13.77
MLE 4.39 13.67

Table 2. Comparing MAP, MLE, MMIE, MMIE Approx
Gaussian weight estimation for the GMM system (Tnormed).

Comparing MLE and MMIE in a GMM based system

The first experiments aim at evaluating the impact of MMIE
training compared to standard weight estimation methods on
a GMM system : MAP and MLE. These experiments have
shown (see Table 1) that the system using the approximated
function of the MMIE adaptation function improves perfor-
mance of the system compared to a classic MLE estimation
(DET curve 1, no score normalization). In fact, MMIE brings
3% and 11% relative reduction of DCF and EER respectively.
No significative gain arises when using the standard MMIE
criterion. Figures 1 and 2 show that performance of such a
system is very close to a standard MLE system.

The TNorm score normalization is done using 161 impos-
tors. When using TNorm, the MLE system outperfoms the
MMIE one (DET curve 2 and table 2). Indeed, this normaliza-
tion gives better results for the MLE weights estimation than
for the MMIE. During the experiments, we notice that the im-
postor score distribution is no more Gaussian when adapting
weights with MMIE, which could explain the poor results us-
ing TNorm.

Comparing MLE and MMIE with SVM systems

MLE parameters seem to be more suited when using an SVM
system. Results on table 3 show that the difference between
MLE and MMIE parameters is 18% relative for the DCF and
13% relative for the EER without score normalization. The
TNorm score normalization technique does not improve the
performance of the SVM system (nearly one percent gain for
DCF and EER).

Using the top component selection

In the previous section, the classical top-component compu-
tation optimization is used. For a given test, likelihoods of the
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Fig. 1. DET curves for MMIE and MLE weight adaptation
(w/o TNorm)

Weight Adaptation type DCF EER

SVM MLE 4.30 12.00
SVM MLE Tnorm 4.25 11.9

SVM MMIE Approx 5.11 13.56
SVM MMIE Approx Tnorm 4.82 13.26

Table 3. SVM results using MLE and MMIE weights as input
vector of the SVM, with and without TNorm

individual Gaussian components are computed (weighted by
the corresponding world model component weight), a subset
of the winning components is selected and client likelihoods
are computed using only the selected components. A top 10
component selection (topten) is used during the LLR com-
putation.
Even if this solution is commonly used in state-of-the-art speaker
recognition systems, it is not straightforward to use it when
only Gaussian weights are adapted for a target model and
when discriminant weights are used. In order to assess this
choice, we have set an experiment without using top com-
ponent selection (i.e. using all the components, 2048 in our
case). Results are shown in the figure 3. This figure proposes
the DET curve for MMIE-based weight only system without
component selection and with topten selection.

Surprisingly, when we expected similar results or better
results without the topten selection, we observe a significa-
tive loss compared to the topten based system. One hypothe-
sis for explaining this result is the difference in term of arith-
metic domain between the weights and the likelihoods. It
seems that using a component when it obtains a low likeli-
hood for a given frame disturbs the results, even if this com-
ponent is penalized by its weight. In our scheme, topten se-
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Fig. 2. DET curves for MMIE and MLE weight adaptation
(TNormed)

lection seems to work as a test-data classification of useful
components which is able to increase the effect of discrimi-
native weights.

7. FUSING SCORES OF SYSTEMS

The system combinations presented here are performed by
computing an arithmetic mean of TNORM scores of two dif-
ferent systems. We fuse the baseline system 2.2 (MAP Mean
only T-normed) with these of our different experiments. Re-
sults are listed on table 4 and 5.

Fusion Type DCF EER

baseline 3.49 8.73
MLE weight, baseline 3.30 9.57

MMIE weight, baseline 3.32 9.38
MMIE Approx weight, baseline 3.26 10.19

Table 4. Fusions of a baseline GMM/UBM (MAP mean) with
(1) the MLE weight adaptation (2) the MMIE weight adapta-
tion (3) the MMIE Approx weight adaptation TNormed. Fu-
sion Ratio 0.5 : Baseline; 0.5 : MLE, MMIE, MMIE Approx

A win is observe for all the proposed fusions, with a rel-
ative gain in DCF of about 6% using MMIE, compared to
state-of-the-art GMM/UBM baseline system. Furthermore,
MMIE training does not give the expected results compared
to MLE, as MLE weights achieve comparable results.

On the other hand, fusions with SVM systems give quite
good results. A significative gain both on DCF and EER is re-
ported in table 5. In fact the system improves the DCF and the
EER from 9% and 7.6% relative gain respectively when fus-
ing the SVM system with the GMM/UBM baseline. This gain
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ten component selection

Fusion Type DCF EER

baseline 3.49 8.73
MLE SVM, baseline 3.20 8.11

MMIE SVM, baseline 3.31 8.41

Table 5. Fusions of a baseline GMM/UBM (MAP mean) with
(1) the SVM system using MLE weight (2) the SVM system
using the MMIE weight TNormed. Fusion Ratio 0.7 : GMM ;
0.3 : SVM

is more than encouraging. MMIE fusions obtained a compa-
rable gain (slightly smaller in fact). This latter result was ex-
pected, as the method leads to add discriminant information
in a classifier able to extract the discriminative aspects of the
input data.

8. DISCUSSION

SVM discriminative behavior gives quite good results on a
Speaker Recognition task. It is confirmed by the experiments
reported in this paper. Particularly, a relative improvement
of about 9% was achieved, compared to our state-of-the-art
GMM/UBM baseline, using NIST-SRE05 protocol.
The main objective of this work was to add an explicit dis-
criminative behavior in a GMM/UBM system. The results
showed an improvement when a MMIE-based discriminant
system is fused with the baseline. Furthermore, results were
comparable using a classical MLE approach. However, these
results confirm the hypothesis of using the Gaussian weights
as a way of discriminating speakers.
One possible reason for this mixed conclusion is the poor per-
formance achieved by Tnorm score normalization with MMIE-
based GMM systems. It seems that in this case the score

distributions do not follow the underlined Tnorm hypothesis
(normal distribution). Two solutions are open to solve this
problem: normalizing the Tnorm score distribution or using a
different score normalization.
Concerning the top component selection during likelihood com-
putation, further investigations are needed for validating our
hypothesis. It seems that a selection of a sub-set of com-
ponents given a specific test frame is mandatory when the
weights parameters are adapted for the client models.
We will also investigate how to use the discriminant informa-
tion of Gaussian weights directly in the target speaker model.
We wish to propose a speaker model training algorithm based
on EM but incorporating the discriminant information.
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